those retaining repeated natural frequencies for which modulation is most acute. In some cases, modulation can be sufficiently severe that a mode shape will ''beat'' spatially as harmonics with commensurate wavenumbers combine, just as the superposition of time records having nearly equal frequencies leads to classic temporal beating. An algebraic relation and a diagrammatic method are discussed with a view towards predicting the wavenumbers present in modulated eigenfunctions given the number of nodal diameters in the base mode and the number of equally spaced model features.
when a support affords spatially-distributed stiffness along a 1 Background structure's edge). The number of discrete features, or the fundaStructures that are nearly axisymmetric play important roles mental harmonic present in the Fourier representation of a distriin engineering applications, including disk and drum brakes, bution, determines how the natural frequencies and mode shapes computer disk drives, and gas turbine assemblies. A rich litera-differ from the solutions of an axisymmetric model. ture describing the vibration of those systems, and of axisymmeWhile rotationally periodic features do affect the singlet tric or nearly-axisymmetric models of them, is available and modes, more notable changes occur to the doublets. Beginning dates at least to early studies of church bell acoustics.
with the spectrum, ''frequency splitting'' has been investigated To fix ideas and terminology, each vibration mode of a solid, within the context of various physical systems including bladed axisymmetric, circular disk is classified (NC, ND) according disk assemblies (Ewins, 1969; Stange and MacBain, 1983) , to the numbers of its nodal circles and diameters, respectively. musical bells (Charnley and Perrin, 1978) , cooling towers (NelDefined by the condition ND Å 0, the ''singlet'' (or distinct) son and Thomas, 1978) , circular rings (Allaei et al., 1986 ; Fox, modes have eigenvalues that are isolated roots of a characteristic 1990), automotive tires (Allaei et al., 1987) , slotted sawblades equation, and these modes are also independent of the angular (Yu and Mote, 1987; Shen and Mote, 1992) , domain asymmecoordinate u. All ''doublet'' (or degenerate) modes with ND try (Tseng and Wickert, 1994a; Parker and Mote, 1996a, b), x 0, on the other hand, occur in pairs with two-fold repeated and bolted connections (Tseng and Wickert, 1994b ). For some natural frequencies. Each member of such a pair has either doublets, the natural frequencies split into distinct values when sinusoidal S or cosinusoidal C u-dependence at wavenumber the features are introduced, and criteria are available to predict ND, and the mode shape is void of all other harmonics. The which modes retain repeated frequencies and which split. When members of a doublet are linearly independent, are distinguished N is even, each doublet having ND Å m 1 N/2 for m Å 1, 2, by only a relative spatial phase shift, and contribute to an eigen-3, . . . splits, but when N is odd, the criterion becomes ND Å function basis of full rank. m 1 N; all other doublets persist with repeated frequency. With Alternatively, if the disk deviates from axisymmetry in that a pattern of five bolts affixing a disk to a flange, for instance, one or more model features varies with u, significant changes the frequencies of modes having five, ten, . . . nodal diameters can occur to the frequency and mode structure, particularly so split, but those modes with three, six, . . . diameters split when for the doublets (Zenneck, 1899; Tobias, 1951; Tobias, 1958) . six bolts are used in an alternative pattern. A rotationally periSources of asymmetry can include material inhomogeneity, odic structure thus has a spectrum comprising (i) isolated frebolted or riveted connections, cooling vanes, slots, grooves, quencies of singlet modes, (ii) split doublet frequencies which splines, stiffening ribs, attachments, stress fields, and variation become asymptotically repeated as the features are removed, in boundary or domain. Of technical interest are configurations and (iii) doublet frequencies which remain repeated even in the in which N features are equally distributed around the disk, in presence of the features. As a historical note, Rayleigh (1887) a rotationally periodic fashion, such that the original configurain The Theory of Sound noted that distortion or warble in the tion is recovered upon rotation of the entire assembly through sound produced by a bell occurs as a result of beats which angle 2p/N (Thomas, 1974 and 1979 cide with, or to bisect, the distribution of features. By convention, the designations S and C are retained to identify the (anti)symmetry of a split mode, even while recognizing that the shape can be sufficiently distorted as not to be described by a pure harmonic. A repeated doublet, however, persists with arbitrary absolute orientation, and an additional constraint of symmetry must be imposed to uniquely define its members.
In the light of these changes to the split doublets, the behavior of the repeated ones can appear at first glance to be of secondary concern, or at the least, less interesting. Mallik and Mead (1977) , however, presented an intriguing result regarding the repeated modes for inplane, inextensional, vibration of circular rings with equally spaced supports. Emphasizing the distribution of natural frequencies and the presence of repeated doublets, they concluded that at a certain frequency ''two different modes can exist, one symmetrical and the other antisymmetrical about the diameter passing through a support.'' In one figure, measured mode shapes and ones predicted using the method of wave propagation constants (Mead, 1973; Orris and Petyt, 1974) were compared, and although the authors did not make note of the issue, those results demonstrated notable modulation of a doublet. That phenomenon is the focus of this investigation.
In the present paper, the circumstances under which modulation occurs, its mathematical form, and its severity are investigated through analytical and experimental means. Particular emphasis is given to the doublet modes that retain repeated natural frequencies in the presence of rotationally periodic features. Modulation is shown to be most acute for those modes. Modula- Fig. 1 Schematic of the test apparatus. Aluminum disks were preloaded by a hydraulic press against spacers to obtain rotationally periodic contion is associated with superposition of a mode shape's hartact, or against a solid axisymmetric flange.
monic at the ''base'' wavenumber ND with ''contaminant'' harmonics at certain wavenumbers k, which are uniquely determined from ND and N by a derived algebraic relation. Applica-and 3C are shown in Fig. 3 . There, the one-dimensional sections tions of the findings to disk brake rotors and to the forced u(r Å c, u), with c Å 100 mm, around the disk are shown in response analysis of rotating machine components are also dis-order to highlight each mode's variation in u. In Fig. 3 , the cussed.
phase shift of p/6 between 3S and 3C is evident, and the measured modes are dominated by the ND Å 3 harmonic. There is insignificant modulation in u of the local maxima and minima,
Measurement
and whatever distortion is present lies within the expected range By way of motivation, the natural frequencies and mode of experimental error. shapes of an annular aluminum disk with inside radius a Å 84
Quite a different situation arises when mode shapes of the mm, outside radius b Å 178 mm, and thickness h Å 1.90 mm repeated doublets are considered. With rotationally periodic fixwere measured using the apparatus sketched in Fig. 1 . The disk turing as in Fig. 1, Fig. 4 shows the measured section of the was excited impulsively by a hammer instrumented with a force mode that maps asymptotically to (0, 4), and which has resensor, the response was measured with an accelerometer, and peated frequency 335 Hz in Fig. 2 . In this case, the maxima transfer functions between stations on the disk were obtained and minima are strongly modulated, and the mode shape is no through conventional experimental modal analysis. The test longer described by a single trigonometric function, namely, disks were fixtured in a hydraulic press using two alternative one evaluated at a single wavenumber. When the shape is represupports along the inner periphery. In the first (axisymmetric) sented instead in the lower portion of Fig. 4 by the classical configuration, circular flanges of radius 89 mm were aligned expansion with, and positioned on each side of, the disk. The resulting distributions of stiffness and contact pressure around the flange (1) were sufficiently uniform to be treated as an ideal clamped boundary within the context of classical plate theory. In the harmonics in addition to the base wavenumber ND Å 4 become second (rotationally periodic) set of measurements, the disk was free along both edges except at N Å 6 equally spaced evident. In Fig. 4 and the sequel, c
k is the level of contamination at k. In particular, this ''four nodal diameter'' stations along the inner edge. Sensibly ''point'' contact at those locations was achieved by placing cylindrical spacers, approxi-mode was noticeably contaminated by the second harmonic, and to lesser degrees by the eighth and tenth. mately 2 mm thick and 5 mm in diameter, between the disk and each flange. Under preload, the plate was effectively constrained
The mode shape of Fig. 4 is one realization of an infinity formed from the two members of the distorted (0, 4) doublet. against displacement and rotation at those points, resulting in discrete and periodic distributions of translational and rotational Spatial modulation is not a manifestation of this linear combination process, as seen in Fig. 5 from the results predicted by a stiffnesses.
As shown in Fig. 2 , collocated point transfer functions were finite element model of the disk. Translation and rotation of the disk were constrained to vanish at the six support locations, measured with the two fixtures up to 850 Hz. With six features present, doublet modes having one, two, four, or five nodal each of which coincided with a node of the plate elements used in the model. The shown S and C mode components are linearly diameters retained repeated frequencies, but the three and six nodal diameter doublets split in frequency into their sine and independent, and each comprises superposed sinusoids or cosinusoids, respectively, at various k. A measured mode, as in Fig.  cosine components. Splitting between 3S and 3C was greatest, with the difference in frequency of those members approaching 4, will in general be a combination of these two, with its absolute phase being set by the specific distribution of fixturing, sensing, 25 percent. The corresponding measured mode shapes for 3S ber contamination are the dominant characteristics of the split In the similar vein of Fig. 6 , a measured member of the and repeated pairs, respectively. Of course, the frequencies of doublet that is asymptotic to (0, 5) is shown in both isometric and section views. That mode is distorted primarily by k Å 1 and 
of base eigenfunctions. The task at hand involves calculating the contamination coefficients c nm , which represent the process by which distorting harmonics are introduced into u n . 
n …. In a like manner, the contamination coefficients are given by c nn Å 0 and the stiffness-weighted projections
for m x n among the base eigenfunctions.
In one illustrative case, features arise from a periodic sequence of discrete springs k 0 located at common radial location r 0 (6) and the solution assumes a particularly simple form. Here d is of the operand. Following evaluation of the requisite inner products, the eigenvalue shift becomes l
2 , indicating that as long as the springs are not coincident with a the repeated doublets do shift, and the singlets and split doublets nodal circle, l n will increase. In Eq. (4), u n distorts as the also become distorted in shape by the features, but the latter contaminants u 
Perturbation Treatment ters of cosine orientation. Vibration of a nominally axisymmetric planar structure is
In the first instance,
m (r 0 ) in considered, in which its rotationally periodic character is estab-Eq. (5), a quantity which is non-zero so long as neither u (0) n lished through discrete stiffness features. To fix ideas and develop a criterion to predict the occurrence of spatial modulation, only stiffness features are considered here, but modulation can occur when the features have other embodiments, including inertia and domain variations.
The structure's free vibration is analyzed in polar coordinates as governed by the symmetric positive definite eigenvalue problem Ku n Å l n Mu n , in which K and M are mass and stiffness operators and n Å 1, 2, 3, . . . . Comprised of contributions K (0) from the axisymmetric structure itself and K (1) from the rotationally periodic features, the cumulative stiffness is decomposed K Å K (0) / eK (1) , where e Ӷ 1 is a dimensionless scaling parameter. With N being the integer number of features, K is preserved following the rotation u r u / 2p/N.
When e Å 0, the base eigensolution of interest is denoted {l
n }. For all singlet and doublet modes, the u (0) n satisfy the orthonormality relations »Mu
, where d nm is the identity tensor and the bracket nomenclature denotes an inner product appropriate to the problem at hand. These eigensolutions change continuously with small but finite e, as represented in the expansions u n Å u Direct substitution of these expansions into the eigenvalue problem, and grouping of terms of like order, lead to the recursive set of equations 
frequency, but it is not shown here for clarity. Contamination occurs at k Å 1, and to a lesser degree at k Å 7.
shown in Fig. 8 , which is analogous in appearance to the ''mode nor u (0) m vanishes at r 0 . In general, a zero nodal diameter mode excitation orthogonality'' diagram used to treat the forced rewill be distorted by the other singlets. In the second case for sponse of grouped turbine blades (Wagner and Griffin, 1993) . which u (0) m Å R(r) sin (ku), the inner product becomes Figure 8 graphically represents the wavenumbers that contribute (2pk(i 0 1)/N) . On the basis of symto each doublet's distorted shape. For a specified number of metry, this summation precisely vanishes for all k and N, indinodal diameters in the base mode, the wavenumbers depicted cating that the base mode suffers no distortion by the sineas shaded blocks in Fig. 8 contribute to u (1) n as features are oriented member of a doublet. Finally, with regard to the cosine gradually introduced to the structure. Such diagrams are conmodes, the relevant quantity becomes ͚ N iÅ1 cos (2pk(i 0 1)/ structed from diagonals of unit slope which emanate from points N), which sums to N whenever k Å N, 2N, 3N, . . . and which  N, 2N, 3N , . . . on both axes. Also shown is the main diagonal vanishes otherwise. Each axisymmetric mode therefore bewhich indicates the Fourier content of the base modes. comes distorted by other singlet modes, and by cosine-oriented
The ND Å 7 doublet, for instance, suffers wavenumber condoublet members having nodal diameters equal to the number tamination at k Å 1, 5, 11, . . . in the presence of six discrete of stiffness features, twice it, thrice it, and so forth. The family features, and the ND Å 3 doublet is distorted at k Å 9, 15, 21, of sine-oriented modes, and all other cosine modes, do not . . . . Contamination of the split doublets occurs at wavenumcontaminate the singlets at this level of approximation.
bers which are integer multiples of N greater than ND, namely, Doublet Modes. The treatment of base modes with ND x modes which are usually substantially higher than the base mode 0 is also classical, but it requires that the absolute phases of the in both wavenumber and frequency. As seen from the pattern doublet's members be chosen relative to the feature pattern of Fig. 8 , on the other hand, the repeated ones can be contamisuch that as e grows, the perturbed eigenfunctions transition nated at values which are more commensurate with those of the smoothly. With a general feature distribution, the u (0) n are estab-base mode. For this reason, at least in the present case, the split lished as certain linear combinations of the members so as to doublets are less susceptible to significant modulation than are prevent singularity. For the special circumstance in which dis-the repeated ones, even while recognizing that the effect is crete stiffness features are equally spaced in u, the two indepen-certainly present in the former. dent orientations reduce to S and C. With those nodal diameters By way of analogy, features other than stiffness can also lead precisely matching or bisecting the feature pattern, the doublet's to modulation of the repeated doublets. Laboratory tests were coupling matrix d, as developed by Courant and Hilbert (1953) , conducted with the discussed annular disk, but instead of rotabecomes diagonalized.
tionally periodic supports, ''discrete'' 28 g masses (each some The solution for c nm assumes different forms depending on 7 percent of the disk's mass) were attached to the free-free disk whether one of the criteria 2ND Å N, 2N, 3N , . . . is satisfied. on its outer periphery. With N Å 5 inertia features, circumferential If so, the base doublet with ND diameters splits, and the eigen-sections of the mode shapes were measured, and results for the values for S and C are corrected to first-order by amounts zero mode asymptotic to (0, 4) are reported in Fig. 9 . Contamination and Nk 0 R 2 (r 0 ), respectively, where R is the mode's radial com-at k Å 1 is significant, as predicted by the N Å 5 checkerboard ponent. Otherwise, the eigenvalues remain repeated with the diagram shown in Fig. 10 . Perhaps more interesting is the discommon shift Nk 0 R 2 (r 0 )/2. torted ND Å 6 mode shown in Fig. 11 , with significant distortion With respect to eigenfunction distortion, either because of at both k Å 1 and 4. As is evident, this mode shape is unlike the symmetry or normalization requirements, the base S and C eigenfunction of an axisymmetric structure in the sense that the members do not contribute to their own, or to each other's, amplitudes of its extrema vary from point to point around the first-order correction. That is, prospective contamination occurs disk. Its character, and spatial mode modulation in general, are at k x ND, and with contributions to u m are also harmonic but at different wavenumbers, evaluation tion modes which otherwise would be precisely harmonic beof the requisite inner product for c nm leads to the following come contaminated by additional wavenumbers. This distortion guideline for predicting spatial modulation: If any of the equalities ÉND { kÉ Å N, 2N, 3N , . . . is satisfied, the harmonic S and C base modes become contaminated by the doublet member having wavenumber k and like symmetry.
The level of contribution to u n , the structure of K (1) , and the magnification (or attenuation) factor 1/(l
Depending on the values taken by each, particular k will contaminate u n to a greater extent than others. Of course, numerical values for the c nm can be calculated for a specified structural model and feature distribution, but for the purposes of predicting and interpreting measured spatial modulation, the above criterion is useful to identify which distorting harmonics are expected to be present in a given u n .
Discussion
With N Å 6, the criterion predicts that the doublet which is asymptotic to (0, 4) in the axisymmetric limit becomes contaminated by those u Transactions of the ASME / 9y14$$oc05 12-21-99 16:01:55 asme00 ASME: J Vibration laboratory testing or fatigue life prediction. With regards to the is manifested as spatial modulation of the mode's local maxima eigenfunction of Fig. 4 , for instance, a displacement sensor and minima, and while it affects all doublets, those retaining placed at u É p/4 to record that ''four nodal diameter mode'' repeated frequency are most strongly influenced and form the would measure an amplitude some 75 percent lower than if it focus of this investigation. The discussed criterion and checkerwere placed instead at 3p/4. board diagram provide means for identifying vibration modes It is expected that spatial modulation has implications for the that suffer wavenumber contamination, and for predicting which engineering of rotating machine components. In some turbomaharmonics will be present in a given distorted mode. chinery applications, structures are excited in vibration by a During resonance of a modulated mode, certain regions of hydro-or aerodynamic load that has spatial distribution estabthe structure respond with greater amplitude than do others.
lished by the periodic geometry of stationary components. The Even neighboring anti-nodes can experience substantially difdistribution of such loads can be spatially periodic with waveferent peak deformations, and vibration energy can become conlength dependent on, for instance, the number of stator vanes in centrated at particular locations, albeit to a lesser degree than a compressor stage. To the degree that the load's corresponding when localization occurs. The identification and characterizaFourier decomposition comprises multiple harmonics, it will tion of modulation contributes to the optimal placement of senhave non-vanishing projection onto any mode with one or more sors and actuators for repeated doublet modes, either during like wavenumbers. All other vibration modes remain orthogonal and, in principle, quiescent in response. With a view towards identifying resonant operating conditions, a spatially modulated mode can be driven by loads with Fourier content at ND, as well as at other contaminating k. In short, a ''low'' vibration mode can be excited by a ''high'' order excitation source (and visa versa) if any one of the contaminating harmonics is commensurate with the source. sors. The authors also appreciate the contributions to this work by J. H. Griffin regarding its applications to rotating machine components.
